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ROLL TITLES

A cut-out column story is shown. ZOOM IN to the title, which

reads, "Teacher killed in school". A picture of the crime

scene follows, with the slug "BLOODY HELL".

The article reads; "A gunman roamed the halls of an

elementary school in Digos on Thursday and killed Mrs. Maria

Dewr...It was the worst school shooting in the

Philippines....at least 12 other students were

injured...23-year-old...“white plastic mask”...to kill a

certain family."

Then another news article, entitled "Judge Dewr Killed"

reads; "Judge John Dewr, 43, who had served on the Hall of

Justice in Digos since 1991 was killed in his home yesterday

afternoon...was killed by someone in his mid-20s wearing a

mask, and carrying a knife."

FADE OUT

EXT. SUBURBAN QUEBEC. AFTERNOON.

Raining. A 12 year-old walks by incognito. He wears a hat, a

pair of sunglasses, a black t-shirt, pants, and a cotton

jacket. He unlocks the padlock, opens the gate, and gets in.

He then locks the padlock again and closes the gate.

I/E. DEWR RESIDENCE. SUBURBAN QUEBEC. AFTERNOON.

The man wipes himself clean. He then walks to the door opens

it, and gets inside.

INT. DEWR RESIDENCE. AFTERNOON.

He enters. He takes off his hat and glasses. He is Cristian

Dewr, the son of Mrs. Mari Dewr and Judge John Dewr, the

people in the news articles earlier.

From his jacket, he gets the flash drive given to him by the

police. He takes a chair near the computer and sits.

He then turns on his computer, plugs the device in and

opened the disk folder.

There is only one folder in the drive named, "Come and See",

which in his facial expression sparked intrigue.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

He clicked on the folder. Again, there is only one file,

entitled "COMEANDSEE.wmv", a video.

He opened the file. It shows surveillance footage of their

parents’ bedroom, with his father and a woman in her

mid-20s.

CLOSE UP:

Cristian Dewr’s face is in shock.

LADY (V.O.)

How about me taking of your little

problem down there?

JOHN (V.O.)

Oh sure...

CUT TO:

His face turning embarrassed. The audio from the video

suggests that the subjects are involved in lovemaking.

CUT TO:

Cristian Dewr wearing a face that says WTF in a more

emotional manner.

JOHN (V.O.)

We do it again if you like.

LADY (V.O.)

I’ve got a better idea.

SFX: GUNSHOTS

LADY (V.O.)

I should kill you before we make

out again.

Cristian’s face then turns to the screen, then cries a lot

harder as the video stops.

He then closes the video player. Stands up and tries to go

the bathroom to wash his face. But we hear a gunshot and

down he falls. Blood spills from his mouth.

Then someone appears from the door. It’s the same white

plastic bag-covered killer! The murderer then uncovers his

face and reveals face which is similar to Cristian’s. It

turns out that it is his brother Mark.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

MARK

(In Welsh; Subtitles in

English)

You shouldn’t have watched that.

He shoots him again.

MARK

(In Welsh; Subtitles in

English)

So long, brother.

Mark closes the door, and we are left with a dead Cristian.

END.


